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Abstract. Individual-based microbial modelling (IbM) is a bottom-up
approach to study how the heterogeneity of individual microorganisms
and their local interactions influence the behaviour of microbial commu-
nities.In IbM, microbes are represented as particles endowed with a set of
biological and physical attributes. These attributes are affected by both
intra- and extra-cellular processes resulting in the emergence of complex
spatial and temporal behaviours, such as the morphology of microbial
colonies. However, the quantitative and qualitative analysis of such be-
haviours is difficult and often relies on visual inspection of large quantities
of simulation data or on the implementation of sophisticated algorithms
for data analysis. In this work, we aim to alleviate the problem by ap-
plying SSTL (Signal Spatio-Temporal Logic) model checking to formally
analyse the spatial and temporal properties of 3D microbial simulations
(so-called traces). Complex behaviours can be then described by simple
logical formulas and automatically verified by a model checker. We apply
SSTL to analyse several outstanding spatio-temporal behaviours regard-
ing biofilm systems, including biofilm surface dynamics, their detachment
and deformation under fluid conditions.

Keywords: Spatio-temporal model checking · Individual-based mod-
elling · SSTL · NUFEB · biofilm

1 Introduction

Spatial bio-modelling and simulation are powerful methods for understanding
complex structural characteristics of biological systems. The approach uses math-
ematical equations and computers to mimic, simulate, and predict the system
behaviour in an explicit and efficient way. In the realm of microbial ecology,
spatial modelling of microbial communities is typically constructed in two ways.
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Population-based Models (PbMs) use partial differential equations to directly
describe population changes over time and space [11]. They are continuum mod-
els where time, space, and microbial density are continuous variables (based on
a mesh-represented structure) rather than discrete variables. An alternative to
PbMs are Individual-based Models (IbMs) [10,12] which have gathered consider-
able attention due to their ability to precisely capture how the heterogeneity of
individual organisms and local interactions influence emergent behaviour of mi-
crobial communities. Unlike PbMs, conventional IbMs combines both continuum
and discrete methods by representing environmental conditions such as soluble
nutrients as continuum fields, and individual microbes as discrete particles. In
addition, each microbe has its own set of biological and physical attributes, such
as growth rate, mass, position, and diameter. The collective action of each in-
dividual allows one to explore hypotheses relating local changes to attributes
at the population or community level. As an example, changing the amount of
nutrients in a growth environment can significantly affect both the thickness
and surface area of the resulting microbial colony due to the heterogeneity of
microbial metabolism [2].

While IbMs and PbMs offer powerful frameworks to facilitate bio-modelling
in space and time, the post-hoc analysis of spatio-temporal properties of simula-
tions can be challenging. Such analysis is often achieved by either manual (visual
or textual) inspection of simulation traces, or by developing sophisticated be-
spoke algorithms for data processing. For example, to quantify the geometrical
characteristics of a simulated 3D biofilm colony (surface area, roughness, aver-
age height, etc.), one may have to implement a set of analysis algorithms based
on discrete approximations of specific simulation domains, as third-party func-
tions of existing software [10]. This becomes one of the major barriers preventing
scientists to gain a rigorous understanding of complex behaviours from model
simulations.

To alleviate the problem, we propose the use of spatio-temporal model check-
ing to specify and formally verify biological characteristics in space and time.
Unlike traditional model checking where the analysis focuses on temporal evo-
lution of system, spatio-temporal model checking allows reasoning about both
time and space, with topology as a mathematical framework. In our case, spatio-
temporal properties such as biofilm surface structure over time, are expressed by
Signal Spatio-Temporal Logic (SSTL) [7,18,19]. SSTL is a linear-time temporal
logic to describe behaviours of traces generated from simulations (or even mea-
sured from real systems). The logic integrates the temporal modalities of STL
(Signal Temporal Logic) [15] with two spatial operators: somewhere and sur-
rounded which enable specifying properties over discrete space models. Given a
SSTL property, SSTL model checking automatically checks its satisfaction by ex-
haustively exploring all the data points (w.r.t, space and time) in the simulated
trace, in order to identify spatial patterns and structures of interest over a time
series. To date, spatial and spatio-temporal logics have been successfully applied
to various systems, examples include identifying vehicular movement in public
transport systems [6], monitoring mobile ad-hoc sensor network [3], identifying
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diffusion pattern [19], and specifying spatio-temporal patters in particle-based
simulation [22].

In this paper, we apply SSTL model checking to analyse the dynamics of
3D individual-based biofilm simulations. Biofilms are communities of microor-
ganisms encased in a self-produced extracellular matrix where microbes stick to
each other or to a surface. This structural complexity provides both biological
and mechanical stability for the biofilms against environmental stress such as nu-
trient limitation or shear forces due to fluid flow [16]. Understanding the change
of biofilm structural characteristics in response to changing environments can
therefore yield essential information to design and maintain biofilm-related ap-
plications, such as waster water treatment or bioremediation where the spatial
dynamics of biofilms dramatically affects their ability to remove toxic pollu-
tants [23,24]. In this work, we first use an IbM solver to model and simulate
two biofilm systems: biofilm growth in quiescent environment, and biofilm de-
formation and detachment under fluid force. Then we show how to use SSTL
model checking to analyse various spatial and temporal aspects of the biofilm
systems. In particular, we evaluate the effect of nutrient availability on biofilm
surface structure, and the effect of fluid strength (shear rate) on biofilm streamer
formation and detachment.

2 Methods

This section gives a brief overview of the computational methods as well as
the software that we used for the modelling, simulation and model checking of
biofilm systems – more details can be found in [10,14,19,20].

2.1 Individual-based model

A mechanical individual-based model developed in our previous work is applied
for modelling biofilm systems [10]. The model combines fundamental biological
processes and physical interactions to simulate the growth of microbes and their
response to fluid flow at the micro-scale.

Figure 1 gives an overview of the model framework. Individual microbes are
represented as rigid spheres, with each microbe having a set of attributes, in-
cluding position, diameter, outer-diameter, biomass, outer-mass, velocity, force,
growth rate, yield coefficient, and genotype. Some of the attributes vary among
individuals and can change through time, others are constant throughout a sim-
ulation (e.g., yield coefficient and genotype). Outer-diameter and outer-mass
represent an EPS (Extracellular Polymeric Substances) shell. EPS are biopoly-
mers that play a major role in keeping the mechanical stability of biofilms. They
are initially accumulated as an extra shell around the microbes before being ex-
creted to the environment. Microbial functional classes (or genotypes, such as
heterotrophs, ammonia oxidizing bacteria, nitrifying oxidizing bacteria, etc.) are
groups of one or more individual microbes that share the same characteristics
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Fig. 1. Overview of the individual-based biofilm model. The micro-scale computational
domain represents a small volume of the large-scale biological systems. The attributes of
the microbes in the domain are govern by biological, chemical, and physical processes.
Figure adopted from [10].

or parameters. For the sake of simplification, a mono-species biofilm is consid-
ered in this work that consists of heterotrophic bacteria (HET) and their EPS
production. Moreover, the excreted EPS are represented as spheres rather than
a continuum matrix structure.

The computational domain is the environment where microbes reside and
the biological, physical and chemical processes take place. It is defined as a
micro-scale 3D rectangular box. Within the domain, chemical properties such
as nutrient concentration or nutrient consumption rate are represented as con-
tinuous fields. To resolve their dynamics over time and space, the domain is
discretised into Cartesian grid elements so that the values can be calculated at
each discrete grid on the meshed geometry. The style of domain boundary can
be defined as either periodic or fixed. The former allows microbes to cross the
boundary, and re-appear on the opposite side of the domain, while a fixed wall
prevents microbes to interact across the boundary or move from one side of the
domain to the other. Microbial attributes are governed by both inter-cellular
and intra-cellular processes. We consider the following processes that capture
the essential behaviours of biofilms and their response to fluid flow.

Microbial growth. An individual microbe grows and its mass and outer-
mass increase by consuming nutrients in the grid where the microbe resides.
The growth of heterotrophic bacteria is calculated based on the Monod equation
described in [21]. The new mass and outer mass are then used to update diameter
and outer-diameter of the microbe, respectively.
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Microbial division. Cell division is the result of microbial growth and is
considered as an instantaneous process. Division occurs if the diameter of a
microbe reaches 1.35µm; the cell then divides into two daughter cells. The total
mass of the two daughter cells is always conserved from the parent cell. One
daughter cell is (uniformly) randomly assigned between 40% and 60% of the
parent cell’s mass, and the remaining mass is assigned to the other daughter
cell. Moreover, one daughter cell takes the position of the parent cell while the
other daughter cell is randomly placed next to the first one.

EPS production. Heterotrophs can secrete EPS into their neighbouring
environment. Initially, EPS is accumulated as an extra shell around the secreting
microbe. When the relative thickness of the EPS shell of the microbe exceeds a
certain threshold value (outer-diameter/diameter > 1.3), around half (uniformly
random ratio between 0.4-0.6) of the EPS mass excretes as a separate EPS
particle and is (uniformly) randomly placed next to the microbe.

Mechanical relaxation. When microbes grow and divide, the system may
deviate from mechanical equilibrium (i.e., non-zero net force on microbes) due
to microbe overlap or collision. Hence, mechanical relaxation is required to up-
date the location of the microbes and minimise the stored mechanical energy
of the system. Mechanical relaxation is carried out using the discrete element
method, and the Newtonian equations of motion are solved for each microbe in
a Lagrangian framework [9]. The model considers three forces: 1) The contact
force is a pair-wise force exerted on the microbes to resolve the overlap problem
at the individual level. The force equation is solved based on Hooke’s law, as
described in [5]; 2) The EPS adhesive force is also a pair-wise interaction im-
posed by EPS to attract nearby microbes. The force is modelled as a spring,
with the spring coefficient being proportional to the combined EPS mass of the
two individuals [10]; 3) The drag force is the interaction of fluid and particulate
microbes, which is simplified by modelling one way coupling, i.e., only the effect
of the fluid on the microbes is considered, the flow field is not affected by the
movement of microbes. In this work, the force is based on Stokes flow past a
sphere [10].

Nutrient mass balance. Nutrient distribution within the 3D computational
domain is calculated by solving the advection-diffusion-reaction equation for
soluble substrates. The transport equation is discretised on a Marker-And-Cell
(MAC) uniform grid and the scalar is defined at the centres of the grid (cubic
element). The temporal and spatial derivatives of the transport equation are
discretised by Forward Euler and Central Finite Differences, respectively. The
equation is solved for the steady state solution of the concentration fields.

2.2 Signal Spatio-Temporal Logic

The Signal Spatio-Temporal Logic (SSTL) is a spatial extension of the Signal
Temporal Logic (STL) [15]. The logic allows specifying spatio-temporal proper-
ties over discrete space and continuous time series generated during the simula-
tion of a (stochastic) complex system.
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Discrete space model. In SSTL, the discrete space representation is mod-
elled as a weighted undirected graph. Formally, a weighted undirected graph is
a tuple G = (L,E,w) where L is a finite set of nodes (locations), E ⊆ L×L is a
finite set of edges (connections between nodes), and w : E → R>0 is a function
that returns the positive weight of each edge. In addition, the discrete space is
also equipped with a metric, which is a function that gives the shortest weighted
path distance between each pair of element in L, i.e., the shortest path between
any two different locations.

Signal and trace. A spatio-temporal signal is a function −→s : T × L → E
where T is a dense real interval representing time, L is the set of locations, and
the domain of evaluation E is a subset of R∗ = R ∪ {+∞,−∞}. Signals can be
described in either a qualitative or a quantitative way: those with E = B = {0, 1}
are qualitative Boolean signals, whereas signals with E = R∗ are quantitative
real signals. A spatio-temporal trace is a function x : T× L → Rn, s.t. x(t, ℓ) :=
(x1(t, ℓ)), ...,xn(t, ℓ) ∈ D ⊆ Rn where each xi : T×L → Di ⊆ R, for i = 1, ..., n is
the projection on the ith coordinate/variable. Intuitively, each trace is a unique
simulation trajectory containing both temporal and spatial information of the
simulated system.

SSTL. The syntax of SSTL is given by:

φ := µ | ¬φ | φ1 ∧ φ2 | φ1U[t1,t2]φ2 | [d1,d2]φ | φ1S[d1,d2]φ2

where µ is an atomic predicate, negation and conjunction are the standard
Boolean connectives, and U[t1,t2] is the temporal until operator, where [t1, t2]
is a real positive closed interval with t1 < t2 representing time. A trace satisfies
the until formula if φ2 is satisfied at some time point within the interval [t1, t2]
and φ1 is true up until that point. Additional temporal operators can be derived
as syntactic sugar:

– the eventually operator F where F[t1,t2]φ := true U[t1,t2]φ, and
– the always operator G where G[t1,t2]φ := ¬F[t1,t2]¬φ .

Intuitively, F[t1,t2]φ expresses that φ is eventually satisfied at some time point
in the [t1, t2] interval, whereas a trace satisfies G[t1,t2]φ if φ is true for every time
point in [t1, t2].

The spatial operators [d1,d2] and S[d1,d2] are somewhere and surrounded,
respectively. The former means that φ holds in a location reachable from the
current one with a distance between d1 and d2, whereas the latter is satisfied by
locations in a φ1-region, and surrounded by φ2-region at a distance between d1
and d2. SSTL has both classical Boolean semantics and quantitative semantics.
The former returns true or false depending on the satisfaction of a SSTL formula,
whereas the quantitative semantics returns a real value that ‘measures’ how
robustly a formula is satisfied (or not). The formal SSTL semantics and the
algorithms are detailed in [19].
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2.3 Software

We use the NUFEB5 software [14] for the modelling and simulation of (individual-
based) biofilm system, and the jSSTL6 library [20] for the specification and ver-
ification of SSTL properties of simulation traces produced by NUFEB.

NUFEB [14] (Newcastle University Frontiers in Engineering Biology) is a
3D, open-source, massively parallel simulator for individual-based modelling of
microbial communities. The tool is built on top of the state-of-the-art software
LAMMPS (Large-scale Atomic Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator) [26] ex-
tended with IbM features. NUFEB allows flexible microbial model development
from a wide range of biological, chemical and physical processes, as well as indi-
vidual microbes types via an input script. The tool supports parallel computing
on both CPU and GPU facilities based on domain decomposition, which enables
simulating large number of microbes (beyond millions of individuals). During
a simulation, NUFEB can output any state variable of microbes or grids. The
output results can be stored into various formats for visualisation or analysis.

In this work, we extend NUFEB with new functions for coupling with SSTL.
In particular, the SSTL space model is based on the existing NUFEB mesh struc-
ture. SSTL-based attributes such as volume fraction will be calculated at each
discrete cubic grid (so-called SSTL grid). A new output format is implemented
for dumping the space model as well as simulation traces during simulation. A
new post-processing routine is also implemented to read and visualise model
checking results from the SSTL model checker.

jSSTL [20] is a Java-based tool for SSTL property specification and model
checking. The tool takes three types of input written in CSV or tabular based
ASCII files: a SSTL formula file, a SSTL space model file, and a spatio-temporal
trace file. The latter two are obtained from (NUFEB) simulations, while the
formula file is specified by the user. jSSTL can compute both the Boolean and
the quantitative spatio-temporal semantics of a SSTL formula at each time point
and in each location. The tool also provides a simple user interface as an Eclipse
plug-in to specify and verify SSTL properties.

jSSTL utilises the Floyd-Warshall algorithm to compute the shortest path
for each location pair in a weighted directed space model. The space model in
NUFEB is a simple lattice-like mesh structure restricted to orthogonal box (see,
for example, the computational box in Figure 1). We therefore extend jSSTL with
a new algorithm specifically for computing the distance matrix of our NUFEB
space model. The algorithm takes the indexes of each node pair and directly
compute the distance (i.e., the number of SSTL grids between the two nodes)
based on a 3D box. Our algorithm takes less than three seconds to build the
distance matrix of a 30 × 12 × 24 mesh – the default algorithm takes instead
more than 20 minutes. All the codes used and developed in this work are publicly
available7.

5 https://github.com/nufeb
6 https://github.com/Quanticol/jsstl
7 https://github.com/shelllbw/NUFEB-sstl

https://github.com/nufeb
https://github.com/Quanticol/jsstl
https://github.com/shelllbw/NUFEB-sstl
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3 Results

In this section, we address SSTL model checking on spatio-temporal emergent
properties of biofilm systems. We first apply the technique to study the surface
morphology of a biofilm growing in a quiescent medium. Then we use SSTL to
analyse biofilm streamer formation and detachment in a fluid environment.

3.1 Biofilm surface morphology

Biofilms can sense nutrient concentration gradients by adjusting their surface
structure. Understanding biofilm morphology in relevant environmental condi-
tions is therefore essential to predict biofilm effects in many practical applica-
tions. For example, biofilm morphology is thought to be crucial for the emergence
of mutations conferring antimicrobial resistance. Again, biofilms with irregular
surface (thus large surface area) can significantly improve their performance in
wastewater treatment processes. In this section, we use SSTL to evaluate the in-
fluence of nutrient gradients on biofilm structure in a quiescent growth medium.

Table 1. Key parameters and IbM processes used in the biofilm growth model.

Parameters and settings Value Unit
Parameters

Dimensions 100× 40× 80 µm
Cartesian grid elements 30× 12× 24 grids
SSTL grid elements (Property 1) 30× 12× 24 grids
Initial microbes 40
SSTL time point (dt) 1000 seconds
Simulation time 9.5 days
Substrate bulk concentration 0.1-0.3 g/m3

IbM processes
Biology: Microbial growth, division, EPS production
Chemistry: nutrient mass balance
Physics: contact force, EPS adhesion

Biofilm growth model. A mono-species biofilm model (HETs and their EPS
production) is developed for modelling biofilm formation and its spatial dy-
namics. Table 1 highlights the key parameters and the IbM processes used
in the model. Initially, 40 heterotrophs are inoculated on the substratum of a
100× 40× 80µm computational domain. We assume that the bulk environment
is situated at the top and supplies a constant bulk nutrient concentration to
the computational domain. A nutrient concentration gradient can be therefore
formed due to the diffusion as well as the consumption by microbes. Two inde-
pendent simulations are then carried out to simulate biofilm growth in different
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bulk nutrient concentrations (0.1g/m3 and 0.3g/m3). In the nutrient-limited en-
vironment, a mushroom-shaped biofilm structure results from the competition
between microbes at the biofilm surface (Figure 2(a)). Biofilms growing in a
nutrient-rich environment form instead a smooth surface (Figure 2(b)).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2. Simulation and model checking results of biofilm formation at 9.5 days: (a)
biofilm growing in nutrient-limited condition (max number of microbes = 4.2 × 104;
CPU time = 4 mins (four cores)), (b) biofilm growing in nutrient-rich condition (max
number of microbes = 8.1 × 104; CPU time = 11 mins (four cores)) with the SSTL
grids satisfying Property 1 highlighted, (c) satisfaction of Property 1 for the biofilm
simulation in nutrient-limited condition
, and (d) number of SSTL grids satisfying Property 1 under different growth

conditions and over time.

Model checking. The SSTL space model is generated at the beginning of each
simulation, and its structure is same as the NUFEB mesh structure (30 × 12 ×
24 grids), i.e., 24 layers with 360 grids in each layer. The spatio-temporal trace x,
generated during the simulation, consists of a set of signals of microbial volume
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fraction VolFrac at each SSTL grid and at each time point (1,000 seconds), where
VolFrac is defined as the total volume of microbes in the SSTL grid divided by
the volume of the grid. The following SSTL formula characterises biofilm surface
structure:

Property 1 (surface structure):

F[ti ,ti ][VolFrac > 0 ∧ [0,1](VolFrac = 0)]. (1)

The above formula states that “an SSTL grid is considered biofilm surface at
the time point ti if there exists at least one microbe in the grid and at least one of
its neighbour grid does not have microbes inside”, where ti is ith simulation time
point with t0 = 0, t1 = dt, t2 = 2 × dt, ..., t800 = 800 × dt. SSTL allows nesting
temporal and spatial operators to express complex structure dynamics. In the
formula, we use the somewhere operator to identify the edge of a biofilm
by evaluating the volume fractions VolFrac in each target grid as well as its
neighbouring grids, while the eventually operator describes the dynamics of the
biofilm surface over time.

Figures 2(b) and (c) illustrate the model checking result with all the SSTL
grids satisfying the formula highlighted. It is clear that the formula is capable
of identifying which grids belong to the biofilm surface and which do not. By
plotting the number of satisfied SSTL grids over time (Figure 2(d)), we are
able to quantitatively analyse the biofilm surface dynamics. In both cases, the
satisfied grids increase rapidly at early stage of the simulations, indicating the
substratum coverage by biofilm from the 40 initial microbes. Then, the number
of surface grids of the biofilm growing in the nutrient-rich condition reaches a
stable state (between 360 and 380 grids), which suggests a tendency towards
flat surface structure. The fluctuations are due to the formation of small bumps
during growth. For the biofilm growing in the nutrient-limited condition, the
surface grids increase continuously without reaching a stable state. At 9.5 days,
the number of surface grids is more than twice of the layer grids (360) indicating
a high biofilm surface porosity.

Given the model checking result, it is also possible to estimate additional
biofilm surface properties such as biofilm surface area (i.e., the number of satis-
fied grids multiplied by the single surface area of the grid). In the above exam-
ple, the surface areas at 9.5 day are 1,225µm2 (368 × 3.33µm2) and 2,497µm2

(750× 3.33µm2) in the two systems, respectively.

3.2 Biofilm deformation and detachment

Biofilms attached to surfaces under fluid flow behave in a complex way due
to fluid-microbe and microbe-microbe interactions. Understanding how biofilms
interact with the fluid can help unravel their survival mechanisms, which is essen-
tial for biofilm removal or preservation in practical applications. For example,
the accumulation of biofilms in industrial pipelines may lead to biocorrosion,
while their removal can be achieved by the application of hydrodynamic shear
forces [1,8]. Here we apply IbM and SSTL to model and analyse two important
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spatial emergent behaviours of hydrodynamic biofilms: streamer formation and
detachment. A biofilm streamer is a filament-like biofilm structure that can cause
rapid and catastrophic clogging in biomedical systems. Biofilm detachment, on
the other hand, is essential for removing biofilms.

Table 2. Key parameters and IbM processes used in the hydrodynamic biofilm model.

Parameters and settings Value Unit
Parameters

Dimensions 200× 40× 100 µm
Cartesian grid elements 24× 8× 20 grids
SSTL grid elements (Property 2 & 4) 15× 8× 20 grids
SSTL grid elements (Property 3) 1× 8× 20 grids
Simulation time 4× 105 seconds
SSTL time point 1800 seconds
Shear rate 0.15− 0.3 s−1

IbM processes
Physics: contact force, EPS adhesion, shear force

Biofilm hydrodynamic model. To model hydrodynamic biofilms, we apply
shear force to a pre-grown biofilm that consists of heterotrophs and their EPS
production. For the sake of simplification, the model does not consider biological
activities during the fluid stage. The presence of EPS imposes adhesion to the
microbes whereas the shear force drives microbe motion along the flow direction
(+x). We simulate the model with various shear rates γ in order to study the
effect of shear rate on the biofilm structure (Table 2). Figure 3(a)-(c) illustrate
the biofilm dynamics at the rate γ = 0.2s−1. In the early stage, the biofilm
forms short streamers, and small microbial clusters detach from the head of the
streamer due to cohesive failures. As the fluid continues to flow, the top of the
biofilm is highly elongated. Although large chunks of detached microbes can be
observed at this stage, the streamer continuously grows to a significant length
and maintains a stable condition.

Model checking. We now show how to use SSTL model checking to analyse the
formation of biofilm streamers and to quantify their spatial properties. The space
model is defined as a 15 × 8 × 20 mesh structure which covers the downstream
area and excludes the biofilm body, as shown in Figure 3. The following formula
is used to evaluate whether a SSTL grid is part of a biofilm streamer:

Property 2 (streamer formation):

F[ti ,ti ]G[0,tmax](VolFrac > 0). (2)

The formula intuitively means that “an SSTL grid is considered biofilm streamer
at time point ti if the grid is occupied by microbes continuously for the next tmax
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 3. Simulation of biofilm under shear force and satisfaction of Property 2 with
γ = 0.2s−1 and tmax = 36,000, at (a) ti = 1 × 105s, (b) ti = 2 × 105s, and (c)
ti = 3×105s; (d) Streamer length temporal dynamics under different shear rates. Max
number of microbes = 4.6×104 (simulation start); min number of microbes = 3.2×104

(simulation end); CPU time = 32 mins (four cores).

time units”. The formula is checked at each SSTL grid over a series of simulation
time points ti, with tmax = 36,000 (i.e., 10 hours to ensure the continuity of
microbes passing grids). Figure 3 (a)-(c) visualise the model checking results for
the simulation trace x generated for the γ = 0.2s−1 case. It can be seen that the
satisfied grids (highlighted) are in agreement with the streamer structure. The
grids occupied by the detached clusters do not satisfy the property as there will
be a time point when the clusters leave such grids. In Figure 3(d), we evaluate
the effect of shear rates on streamer formation by plotting the satisfied grid
with largest coordinate in x direction over time. As expected, when the shear
rate increases the streamer formation rate also increases. For example, when
γ = 0.3s−1 the streamer length reaches 120µm after 1.6 × 105s, whereas the
streamer takes twice of the time to reach the same length when γ = 0.2s−1.

Property 2 combines the temporal operator always and the geometry of SSTL
grids to identify the spatial structure of streamers. This expression is different
from Property 1 where the biofilm surface structure is described by a spatial
operator. A similar idea can be also applied to detect biofilm detachment events.
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In such case, we define the space model as a single layer wall located at the
downstream side as shown in Figure 4(a). We use the following SSTL (temporal)
formula to check whether SSTL grids are occupied by detached clusters.

Property 3 (biofilm detachment):

F[ti ,ti ][VolFrac > 0 ∧ F[0,tmax](VolFrac = 0)] . (3)

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. (a) Satisfaction of Property 3 with γ = 0.2s−1, ti = 1.5×105s, and tmax = 3,600
(b) Satisfaction of Property 4 with ti = 1.5× 105s, [d1, d2] = [0, 3].

The formula states that “an SSTL grid is considered detached cluster at time
point ti if the grid is occupied by microbes, but it will become free in the next
tmax time units”. Figure 4(a) illustrates an example of the model checking result.
At each time point ti, the formula is satisfied at any grid in the wall if its vol-
ume fraction is greater than zero but will become zero in the future. The second
argument makes sure microbes crossing the grid are (part of) detached clusters
rather than continuous streamer. The use of wall-like grid structures allows us
to analyse the frequency of detachment events over time. In Figure 5, we show
the effect of shear rates on detachment frequency by plotting the Boolean satis-
faction of Property 3 with respect to all grids at each time point (i.e., for each
time point in x, record true if there exists at least one grid satisfying the for-
mula, otherwise record false). The result shows that the detachment frequency
increases as the shear increases, thus indicating a positive correlation between
biofilm cohesive failure and fluid strength. This is in agreement with both exper-
imental observations [25] and simulations using other approaches [27]. Moreover,
by recalling the streamer length result shown in Figure 3 (d), we can conclude
that biofilm deformation and detachment are closely related, as the occurrence
of detachment is consistent with the appearance of streamers.

The above property can identify whether incoming microbes are (or are part
of) a detached cluster, but it is unable to accurately quantify physical attributes
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Fig. 5. Boolean evaluation of Property 3: detachment under different shear rates.

of clusters, such as volume or shape. Inspired by [19] where the authors use the
surrounded operator S to characterise diffusion pattern in 2D, we introduce the
following SSTL formula to identify the geometry of any detached cluster.

Property 4 (detached cluster):

F[ti ,ti ][(VolFrac > 0)S[d1 ,d2 ](VolFrac = 0)] . (4)

Informally, the formula checks “whether there exists a sub-region of the grids
such that all the grids of the sub-region are occupied by microbes (i.e., VolFrac >
0). Furthermore, the sub-region is surrounded by grids without microbes inside
(i.e., VolFrac = 0)”. Note that the use of distance bounds [d1, d2] in the sur-
rounded operator allows us to constrain the cluster size. For example, Figure 4
(b) reports the Boolean satisfaction of the formula in each grid for the γ = 0.2s−1

simulation, with [d1, d2] = [0, 3]. As shown in the figure, only the grids contain-
ing detached clusters satisfy the formula, whereas those containing continuous
streamers do not. It is worth to note that the granularity of the SSTL mesh
structure is important in spatial model checking. In this case, for example, a
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more precise cluster structure can be captured when a fine mesh is used. Such
accuracy, however, can be significantly offset by the state space explosion prob-
lem when handling large 3D space models, and it is therefore beyond the scope
of the current work.

3.3 Performance

Several performance statistics of the SSTL model checking are given in Table 3.
As previously mentioned, the SSTL distance matrix needs to be built just once
and takes a few seconds only. The verification of properties involving spatial
operators, in particular the surrounded operator in Property 4, can be compu-
tationally more expensive compared to properties with temporal operators only
(Property 2 and 3). All the simulations and model checking analyses reported
in this paper were carried out on a Linux system with a 3.4GHz Intel Core i5
processor and 12GB RAM.

Table 3. CPU time and memory usage for building distance matrices and model
checking Properties 1-4 (single core).

Property 1 Property 2 Property 3 Property 4
Distance matrix (s) 2.1 N/A N/A 2.8
Memory usage (MB) 789 N/A N/A 823

Model checking (s) 18.5 35.3 47.1 1,161
Memory usage (MB) 1,357 1,430 1,329 2,513

4 Conclusion

In this paper we utilised SSTL model checking to identify dynamic spatio-
temporal behaviours arising from individual-based simulations. We first extended
our previous developed IbM (Individual-based Model) solver NUFEB to support
additional output data for SSTL (Spatio-Temporal Logic) model checking. We
added a new, more efficient algorithm in the SSTL model checker jSSTL specif-
ically for computing the distance matrix of the NUFEB mesh structure. Then
we used SSTL to specify complex properties of two biofilm systems including
dynamics of biofilm surface morphology, biofilm streamer formation and biofilm
detachment under shear force. The model checking results demonstrated that
SSTL can capture and analyse such behaviours.

The advantages of using SSTL for post-hoc analysis of 3D IbM simula-
tions are two-fold. First, the approach is capable of expressing complex spatio-
temporal properties in a relatively simple and succinct logic language that can be
model checked in a robust and automatic way. Such a formal verification is not
only more reliable than manual inspection of simulation traces, but it can also
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greatly reduce the complexity of post-processing simulation data. Second, while
in this work we integrated the NUFEB solver with jSSTL, the model checker
could be combined with minor modifications with other IbM tools such as iDy-
noMiCS [13], Simbiotics [17], and BioDynaMo [4], since they are all equipped
with a Cartesian grid mesh structure which can be directly used with SSTL.

In the current work, we focused on off-line (post-hoc) verification of SSTL
properties. In the future, it would be interesting to explore the use of real-time
SSTL verification, where SSTL can be interfaced with NUFEB or other IbM
simulators and alert the user if a SSTL property is violated (or satisfied) during
a simulation. Such runtime verification is particularly important for monitoring
large individual-based simulations (which can run for days or weeks on high-
performance systems) by providing instant feedback on the correctness of the
model. Moreover, SSTL can quantify the degree with which a simulation trace
satisfies or violates a property. Such “robustness” information could be useful
to assess quantitatively the severity of unexpected behaviour in a simulation,
thereby increasing the confidence in the analysis of the simulation traces.
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